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Healthcare budgets 



Trayline operations are inherently 
wasteful…



Expectations are increasing



Waste in Healthcare Food Service

Waste is inherent in food service 
models 

Common factors driving food waste

Overproduction

Patient Choice/Stock Lines

Plate Waste

Tray Waste and items included on default meals

The Time between meal ordering and delivery



TPCH- pre 
Room 
Service

Overproduction- 14% in 2018, never met KPI 
of 10%

Patient Choice/Stock Lines

Plate Waste- 33% in 2018

Tray Waste and items included on default 
meals- 11% and significant default meals

The Time between meal ordering and 
delivery- reduced over the years and was 
same day ordering for lunch and dinner



TPCH-
post 
Room 
Service

Overproduction- Over 40% reduction with Room 
Service (at only 6 weeks post Go Live), first time 
meeting this target

Patient Choice/Stock Lines- More than halved

Plate Waste- Pending data collection- anecdotal 
improvement and pre-ordered meals look to have 
highest waste

Tray Waste and items included on default meals-
Pending data collection- no spare meals, default 
meals are much reduced in offering

The Time between meal ordering and delivery-
immediate



Room 
Service 
Choice on 
Demand

Patient calls to 
place meal 
order on 
demand 

(6.30am to 
7pm)

Meal is 
prepared fresh 
in the kitchen

Meal is 
delivered to 

patient bedside 
within 45 
minutes

Tray is tracked 
through 

software and 
collected 45 

minutes after 
delivery



TPCH Room Service Menu



Cook line







Meal Delivery

• Custom made meal trolleys 

• Tablets on each trolley 
allowing staff to update 
meal delivery status in real 
time

• Reduced OHS risk

• Staff satisfaction- all items 
delivered are wanted



Most popular items

• Coffee 2026

• Fresh Fruit 1496

• Toast 1462

• Yoghurt 1439

• Sandwich 795

• Lemonade 672

• Scrambled Eggs 665

• Roast 663

• Apple Crumble 654

• Porridge 623

• Cheese/crackers 556

• Burgers 309



Findings

APPROX 1200 ORDERS 
PER DAY (20% 

DECREASE)

REDUCED SNACKS MEALS REACHING 
PATIENTS WITHIN 31 
MINS ON AVERAGE

PATIENTS WANT HOT 
BREAKFASTS, DESSERTS, 
COFFEE/TEA MADE TO 

ORDER

INCREASED 
RECOGNITION FOR 

FOODSERVICE 
DEPARTMENT IN HEALTH 

TEAM



Patient feedback

• To all the wonderful people who work in, or are associated 
with the kitchens, I was lucky enough to wake up from my 
surgery to the new menu system- I’m pretty sure it was the 
first day. For my entire time in hospital the food was fabulous, 
as was every individual that I came into contact with, both on 
the phone and in person. You have precious little control when 
you lie in that hospital bed, so I know how wonderful it was to 
be able to order what you wanted, when you wanted it. It 
made a world of difference. Thank you all for your tireless 
work, I really appreciated it.  

• I just wanted to take this opportunity to compliment the 
kitchen and room service on a job very well done. The food 
was excellent and as a vegetarian I was pleased with the 
choices on offer- especially the vege burger. I understand that 
the Room Service operation is fairly new, so I was surprised at 
how well it all worked. The phone operators were all friendly 
and the food always arrived earlier than I expected. The 
quality of the food and the service was a common talking point 
between the patients I shared rooms with so I know I’m not 
alone in acknowledging your efforts. 



Impacts to Clinical Practice

• Dietetics was strong link between Foodservice and 
Clinical areas- ward champions

• Usual nutrition support strategies are provided as 
standard in Room Service so no need to individually 
apply

• Transition to monitoring patient choices and 
intervening to provide education

• Greater focus on post discharge planning and education

• Medication rounds and feeding assistance needs to be 
more flexibly provided at different times



Safeguards

• Patients with poor cognition are flagged

• Cbord prevents any food being sent that is non 
compliant with dietcode

• Medications with meals are flagged

• Feeding assistance is flagged

• Patients who don’t order are flagged and prompted

• Ongoing meal refusal is escalated to clinical teams



Future Plans for TPCH

• CBORD Patient App

• Research- staff 
satisfaction and 
production waste, 
implementation 
evaluation

• Menu review and 
expansion of offering

• Plan to roll out Room 
Service to other 
facilities within Metro 
North



Questions and Discussion

Bianca Neaves

Bianca.Neaves@health.qld.gov.au

(07) 3139 5431
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